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[1] The stable phase of iron (Fe) in the Earth’s core has
been the subject of extensive studies, yet still remains
controversial. Hexagonal close-packed structure (hcp) is the
accepted stable form of pure Fe; however, it has been
recently proposed that a body-centered-cubic (bcc)
structured alloy of Fe with lighter elements would be a
strong candidate. Experiments and ab initio calculations
have shown that small amounts of silicon can stabilize the
bcc phase with respect to the hcp phase. In this study we
examine the effect at core conditions by adding small
concentrations of carbon (C), sulphur (S) and oxygen (O) to
iron using electronic structure calculations. We analyze the
effect of the light elements on the energy difference between
the two structures, and we conclude that the bcc phase tends
to be stabilized by the alloys, strengthening the case for a
bcc-structured inner core of the Earth. Citation: Côté, A. S.,

L. Vočadlo, and J. P. Brodholt (2008), Light elements in the core:

Effects of impurities on the phase diagram of iron, Geophys. Res.

Lett., 35, L05306, doi:10.1029/2007GL032788.

1. Introduction

[2] Determining the crystal structure of Earth’s inner core
would be a key to explaining the observed seismic anisot-
ropy and layering [Morelli et al., 1986; Song and
Helmberger, 1998; Yoshida, 1998; Ishii and Dziewonski,
2002], as well as the core’s evolution. It is well known that
the core is primarily composed of iron. Lower atomic
weight elements have been suggested in smaller concen-
trations, to account for the measured density deficit [Birch,
1964], but their species, concentrations, and whether they
have an influence on the core structure, remains an open
question. Some of the candidates that have been proposed
[Allègre et al., 2001] are silicon (Si), sulphur (S), carbon (C)
and oxygen (O).
[3] The crystal structure of iron in the inner core is an

important factor for determining the light elements above
and their composition; however its phase diagram at such
extreme pressure and temperature conditions remains a
matter of controversy. Recent theoretical studies [Vočadlo
et al., 2003] showed that at core conditions, even though the
hcp structure is marginally favored over bcc, the free
energies of the bcc and hcp structures of pure iron are very
similar. Furthermore, at low concentrations (7.9 weight %),
it was found that Si has a large effect on the stability field of
bcc Fe, increasing the transition pressure to hcp from 10–
15 GPa up to 36 GPa at 300 K [Lin et al., 2002; Côté et al.,

2008]. Côté et al. argued that with an appropriate concen-
tration of Si in the core the bcc phase would be entropically
stabilized with respect to the hcp and the formation of a bcc-
structured Fe-Si alloy would be favored. Following that,
we present here our ab initio results on the effect of three
other candidate light elements on the crystal structure of the
inner core.
[4] In the next section we describe the simulation techni-

ques used in our calculations and we explain how the
equations of state for the different impurity concentrations
in the different iron crystal structures were obtained, taking
into account different possible substitutional configurations.
We then show how the relative enthalpy curves can be
derived, from which we deduce the stable structure at
Earth’s core pressures. Finally we discuss possible implica-
tions for the core’s structure.

2. Quantum Mechanical Simulation Techniques

[5] The DFT calculations in this work were carried out
using the VASP code [Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996]. The
exchange-correlation energy was represented by the gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) [Wang and Perdew,
1991], which achieves the highest accuracy for transition
metals. Instead of pseudopotentials however, we made use
of the projected augmented wave (PAW) method incorpo-
rated in VASP, where the wave function is not entirely
pseudized, but combines an all-electron core region with a
pseudo-valence region. The PAW method was introduced
by Blöchl [1994], and it combines the accuracy of all-
electron methods with the efficiency of pseudopotentials.
With a relatively small number of plane waves, it can give
results that agree accurately with all electron methods.
Indeed, it has been previously shown that the use of this
method gives accurate results for iron both under ambient
and core conditions [Mao et al., 2001; Vočadlo et al., 2003;
Alfè et al., 2001].
[6] Unit cells of pure iron were constructed in the bcc and

hcp structures. For the bcc case we used the 2-atom
ferromagnetic cubic unit cell. For the hcp case, the unit cell
used was that of the anti-ferromagnetic II (afmII) structure
which contains 8 atoms [Côté et al., 2008], as this was
shown to be the stable hcp phase at low pressures [Steinle-
Neumann et al., 2004; Vočadlo et al., 2006]. We confirmed
that at high pressures – above �40 GPa – the magnetic
structure disappears completely in hcp [Söderlind et al.,
1996]. In bcc there is a small magnetic moment retained
even at core pressures, however it was shown by Vočadlo et
al. [2003] that it disappears at core temperatures.
[7] VASP calculates the ground state (T = 0) for each set

of ionic positions and the electronic free energy is taken as
the quantity to be minimized. Care was taken when choos-
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ing the k-point sampling grid and cutoff energies in order to
have an energy convergence of no more than 0.004 eV/
atom. A 14 � 14 � 14 grid (equivalent to 84 k-points in the
irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ)) was used for bcc-Fe and a
9 � 9 � 9 grid (125 k-points in the IBZ) for hcp-Fe, with a
cutoff energy of 400 eV. The same cutoff energy was used
throughout the calculations.
[8] Iron supercells were then created, and substitutional

defects of different light elements, namely S, C and O were
incorporated at two different concentrations, �6.25 and
�12.5 atm. %. Specifically, for both structures, that meant
a substitutional defect of one or two light element atoms
respectively for each of the above concentrations. The
supercell contained 16 atoms both in the bcc (a 2 � 2 �
2 multiplication of the 2-atom bcc unit cell) and in the hcp
structure (a 1 � 1 � 2 multiplication of the afm II unit cell).
A 5 � 5 � 5 k-point grid (18 k-points in the IBZ) was used
for the bcc and a 9 � 9 � 5 (123 k-points in the IBZ) for the
hcp phase. The structures were then allowed to relax and the
total energy was calculated. For the 12.5 atm % concen-
trations, where there were more than one light element
defect, a number of trials were performed with all the
different possible configurations of the defect atoms and
the most favorable configuration at high pressure was
chosen (Figure 1).
[9] Finding the ground state free energy, E, for a set of

different volumes, V, around the inner core boundary (ICB)
pressure allowed us to fit the E-V data to a 3rd order Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) of the following form:
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[see, e.g., Poirier, 1991]. The resulting EOS parameters
were then used to obtain the enthalpies H, and to plot the

enthalpy as a function of pressure for the bcc and hcp
phases of the different concentrations.

3. Results

[10] The simulation was focused at the pressure of the
ICB, that is around 330 GPa. Using the above technique, we
calculated the difference in enthalpies, between the bcc and
hcp structures of pure iron at first, and subsequently for two
different concentrations of S, C and O. The results are
illustrated in Figure 2, together with our previously found
results for silicon [Côté et al., 2008] which include a higher
concentration of 18.75 atm.% (10.40 wt.%). It can be seen
that, even though at 0 K hcp is always the most stable
phase, the enthalpy difference between the two phases for S
and Si drops almost linearly with increasing light element
concentration. Using that linear drop for silicon, it was
deduced from the slope that the enthalpies of the Si defects
are 2.5 eV per defect atom more stable in the bcc structure
than the hcp phase. This means that, for example, the
suggested �5 mol.% (2.58 wt. %) concentration of Si in
the inner core [Stixrude et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2002;
Vočadlo et al., 2003; Uchida et al., 2001; Fiquet et al.,
2001; Badro et al., 2007] would stabilize the bcc structure
by 125 meV. For C and O, and particularly for the latter, the

Figure 1. (a) The four different configurations of bcc viewed along h011i. Configuration (ii) is the most stable at high
pressures. (b) The five different configurations of hcp viewed along h110i. Configuration (iii) is the most stable. The
periodic boundary conditions are not shown in the pictures. The substituted atoms are enlarged for clarity.

Figure 2. Light elements tend to stabilize bcc. The
diagram shows the difference in enthalpy between the bcc
and hcp phase, which drops drastically with the addition of
lighter elements to a pure iron crystal, reaching an order of
magnitude less for a concentration of 12.5 atm % of carbon
and oxygen.
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drop in DH is clearly not linear; nevertheless it is clear from
the graph that their effect towards stabilizing bcc is even
greater than S and Si, at least at small concentrations.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

[11] The above results, if combined with the previous
results [Lin et al., 2002; Côté et al., 2008] on FeSi alloys at
low pressure, leave no doubt that the inclusion of light
elements tends to stabilize bcc-Fe. From Figure 2 it is
apparent that our calculated enthalpy differences between
the two structures at zero temperature are all positive, hence
too large to favor bcc stability at inner core pressures, at
least for the suggested concentrations. However, it is
suggested that the high temperatures of the core will alter
this significantly. It has been recently shown that the
difference between the free energies of the two phases of
pure iron at the ICB is only �33 meV [Vočadlo et al.,
2003]. Since, as shown in our previous study [Côté et al.,
2008], bcc is stabilized over hcp by at least 2.5 eV per
defect atom (for Si), less than 1.5 mol.% of impurities
would be needed to overcome the 33 meV required to make
bcc stable. The higher but still modest concentration of
5 mol.% would provide a much larger stabilization enthalpy.
This implies that even the suggested relatively small con-
centrations of lighter elements are more than enough to
stabilize bcc-Fe at the inner core temperature and pressure.
[12] Ab initio calculations have shown that bcc iron is

mechanically unstable at pressures above approximately
100 GPa [Stixrude et al., 1994], but those calculations were
performed at zero Kelvin. While Vočadlo et al. [2003]
showed in their calculations that high temperatures act
towards thermodynamically stabilizing the bcc phase, they
did not consider the mechanical stability. This has been
looked at recently (L. Vočadlo et al., The stability of bcc-Fe
at high pressures and temperatures with respect to tetragonal
strain, submitted to Physics of the Earth and Planetary
Interiors, 2008) and they find that temperature does increase
the mechanical stability of the bcc phase, and by 6000 K,
the bcc phase may indeed become dynamically stable. The
inclusion of light elements may also have an added effect on
the mechanical stability, and work is in progress towards
that end.
[13] We conclude, therefore, that when considering the

combined effects of temperature and light elements, the
inner core is more likely to be in the bcc phase than in the
hcp. Furthermore, recent work by Dubrovinsky [2007],
showed that the bcc phase in the core is also stabilized by
nickel; this further strengthens our conclusion. Confirming
it would help us to understand the structure of the inner
core, which would be a big step towards explaining the
anisotropy and layering observed by seismology.
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